PANUI

1 November 2021
Werongia i te rongoa arai i te mate korona
Kia whakaahurutia o tatau whanau o tatau marae kainga o tatau hapori.
Hei whakapumau i nga kawai tangata

Tena tatou,

There were 162 new community cases reported today. 156 in Auckland, 5 in the Waikato
and 1 in Northland.
The high number of new community cases reported today, follows on from the 303 new
community cases reported over the weekend, 143 yesterday, Sunday 31 Oct and 160
cases on Saturday 30 October
Of the 143 cases reported yesterday, 135 were in Auckland, 6 in the Waikato and 2 in
Northland. More than half of the new cases - 73 - are unlinked to existing cases and are
under investigation.
Two of the Auckland cases included a Mt Albert Grammar student and a MacLean’s
College staff member. This resulted in both schools been closed today.
There are 53 people in hospital
New COVID-19 modelling shows alert level 4 was working
Covid-19 cases may peak this month at 200 a day according to modelling that takes
vaccination rates into account The government modelling suggested there could be 1400
Covid-19 cases reported a week by the end of the month.
There are 53 COVID-19 cases in hospital today, with an average age of 47 and three
people in intensive care - but new modelling predicts that near the end of November,
we'll be hitting 200 cases a day and 150 people could be in hospital.
Gazing into the mathematically modelled crystal ball, Director-General of Health Dr
Ashley Bloomfield revealed that the prediction is we'll reach 1000 cases a week starting
now, growing to 1400 a week by the end of the month - so 200 a day.
That would see new hospitalisations hit 150, with 20 ICU beds occupied. Dr Bloomfield says
on those projections, ICU won't be overwhelmed. Mortality rates have not been included
in the projections.
The modelling was based on a median scenario with a transmission rate of between 1.2
and 1.3."

Nearly three months into the outbreak, we've had, tragically, two additional deaths. The
Director-General puts our low death rate down to vaccination, the young age of cases
and improvements in how we treat COVID-19 patients.
Looking at the anatomy of the outbreak, the modelling shows hospitalisations have stayed
low. But alert levels have dictated case numbers. After Delta took off, you can see level 4
started working, but moving to level 3 shows a spiky but very clear increase in cases.
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It is a difficult trade-off, the longer you spend at level 4, the shorter period you have to
spend at level 3. The modelling indicates that it probably would have been better for
Auckland to have remained at level 4 for another week.
If you need further proof that this is a virus hunting the unvaccinated, check out the slide
below - these are the cases with the tower of grey representing the unvaccinated
“Ko te wero arai i te mate Covid-19 te arai matua mo tātou, kihai hoki tenei mate e
turakina mā te wero arai anake, ēngari ia he whakangungu rākau mo tātou i nga weriweri
kino o tenei mate. Mā reira hoki e pai ai tā tātou tiaki i nga mea e ngakaunui ana e
tātou.”

.
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And below are the hospitalisations - where things get serious. They are almost entirely
unvaccinated people requiring medical help.
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The Prime Minister, said “Ultimately we don't want anyone hospitalised let alone in ICU, so
again, get vaccinated".

New Delta Records for Māori
Record cases
Today the Ministry of Health announced a new record of 162 Delta cases.
Record Māori Cases
• Today’s numbers included a new record for Māori of 79 cases.
• This is the 29th consecutive day Māori have had the highest cases.
• The highest three days of Māori cases since Covid-19 first entered New Zealand have
come in the last three days, Saturday, (160), Sunday (143) and today (162)
• More record days are certain.

Impact on Māori Communities
• There are a record 1,916 active cases today.
• Māori are 43.7% of all active cases (837).
• There are 564 active cases isolating in 372 households in Auckland.
• The Ministry of Health has not released the ethnic data for this group. We can assume
that the majority will be Māori.
• Active cases have overrun the capacity of the Managed Isolation and Quarantine.
Māori the most Impacted Demographic
• On 12 October, my 4-level percentage increase model (low 30%, medium 40-50%,
high 60%) predicted 1,100 to 1,500 Māori cases by 2 November.
• With one day to go, there are 1,226 Māori cases.
• On 25 October, a second projection was that Māori cases would pass Pacific
Peoples on 3 or 4 November.
• Māori will pass Pacific (1,231) as the most impacted demographic tomorrow.
• Māori and Pacific are 70% of all cases (2,457) in the outbreak.
Noho haumaru, stay safe.

Summary
New cases reported during the past 24 hours

Active cases

166

At the border

34

In the community

1882

Under investigation/other

0

Total

1916

Most recent case reported

01 November 2021

Most recent case reported due to community transmission (spread
within our communities)

01 November 2021

All case outcomes since first New Zealand case
COVID-19 cases

Change in last 24 hours

Total

Active

163

1916

Recovered

3

4650

Deceased

0

28

Change in last 24
hours

Total at present

Total since first NZ case

Confirmed

162

1914

6233

Probable

1

2

361

Total

163

1916

6594

Change in last 24
hours

Total at present

In managed facilities

1

130

In hospital

-3

46

At home or in self-isolation

2

209

Not in isolation

0

6

Other

163

1525

Location of active cases

Source of active cases
Change
in last
24
hours

Total at
present

People who travelled internationally and were diagnosed in managed
facilities at the border

2

32

People in close contact with someone who caught COVID-19 while
overseas

0

0

Caught COVID-19 from someone locally

152

1359

Caught COVID-19 within NZ, but source is unknown

0

16

Under investigation

9

509

Iwi Update
Turanga Health

Two exciting initiatives that Toitu Tairawhiti have implemented are the Whitiki Ngati
Porou Tik Tok competition, which encouraged children and teenagers to share their
whakaaro, key messages about COVID-19 and vaccination. The winners of the Whitiki
Ngati Porou Tik Tok awards will be announced at the end of this month.
The other initiative that is generating a lot of interest is the Vaccinate FOR MY MARAE,
competition. The competition requires everyone who is doubled vaccinated, to register
for the competition by entering your name, choose a marae that you want to
vaccinate for and then provide your NHI number.
The competition has 59 days to run and all the marae are all in the hunt for the $10,000.
Prize for the competing Ngati Porou Marae and the $10,000 Prize for the Turanga Iwi
Marae.

If you are interested in viewing videos, pics and other vaccination promotion collateral
go to the Toitu Tairawhiti website https://toitutairawhiti.co.nz
You can also find about the range of initiatives that Toitu Tairawhiti has supported to
grow awareness about COVID-19, the Delta variant, Vaccination, process, and Pfizer
vaccine to help whanau make an informed decision.

Regional Update

Still No confirmed COVID-19 cases in Tairawhiti.
Daily and weekly vaccination rates for Maori and non-Maori in Tairawhiti

National Update
Cabinet ease restrictions
Cabinet has decided to ease restrictions for some, recognising that new community
COVID-19 cases may peak this month at 200 a day
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Restrictions are set to ease slightly in both Waikato and Tamaki Makaurau, albeit at
different times. Waikato would move down to alert level 3 step 2 from midnight Tuesday.
Meanwhile Cabinet has, pragmatically, decided in principle to move Tamaki Makaurau
to alert level 3 step 2 next Tuesday at 11.59pm.

The in-principle decision is based on public health advice.
However, Covid-19 modeller Michael Plank earlier warned that relaxing restrictions in
Auckland and parts of Waikato would accelerate case numbers.
Director-General of Health Ashley Bloomfield says ICUs would not be overwhelmed with
those numbers.
Tonga goes into lockdown
Two days ago the Kingdom of Tonga recorded its first case of Covid-19, now at
midnight the main island Tongatapu will go into lockdown.
The lockdown will stay in place until next Sunday.
The positive case arrived in Nuku'alofa on a repatriation flight from Christchurch and while
he is asymptomatic, he is being cared for alone in a special quarantine facility in Mu'a.
Tonga's Ministry of Health chief executive Dr Siale Akau'ola said the remaining 214
passengers were in MIQ at the Tanoa Hotel while about 80 frontline workers who met the
flight are also in MIQ at the Kupesi Hotel.
"In terms of gatherings this is the most significant part of the lockdown. No schools, all
schools are closed, no church gathering, no kava club, no entertainment or any kind of
gathering," RNZ Pacific's correspondent in Tonga, Kalafi Moala, said.
Safety fears as supplement sales soar
Sales of natural health supplements have risen since Covid-19 arrived in New Zealand,
but some products can have adverse effects such as anaphylaxis or death.
Supplements, however, are largely unregulated in New Zealand, with the Ministry of Health
saying the pandemic has delayed new legislation.
Ten years of Medsafe data shows two people died from complementary and alternative
medicine, or CAM, and that 30 percent of suspected reactions are life-threatening or
cause disability.
About eighty percent of New Zealanders have taken natural health supplements, and
Nielsen data shows sales in supermarkets alone rose by nearly fourteen percent in the past
two years, reflecting worldwide trends.
Man found after quarantine escape, police charge after gathering
Two positive community cases fled the Jet Park Managed Quarantine Facility yesterday, in
the second breach of MIQ security at the weekend.
Police said one of the people has been found and returned to MIQ. He was found during
a vehicle stop in west Auckland.
The whereabouts of a woman who also skipped MIQ on Saturday is known to police, but
public health officials say she does not need to return.

Police say a decision around any charges will be made soon.
Meanwhile police said a 36-year-old man had been arrested and charged with Failing to
Comply with Order (Covid-19) in relation to attending a gathering at the Auckland
Domain and subsequent march through Newmarket on Saturday.
Ronapreve Covid-19 treatment
A Covid-19 treatment the government is purchasing can help reduce the number of
people dying from the virus, says an expert from the University of Otago.
Pharmac revealed yesterday it is set to subsidise Ronapreve, also known as Regeneron or
REGEN-COV, which is used for people in danger of becoming severely unwell.
It is expected to be in the country by Christmas.
COVID Cases numbers for New Zealand and Globe
Data is collected from multiple sources that update at different times and may not always
align.
New Zealand cases

Global cases

Updated 1 Nov 2021
Confirmed

Updated 1 Nov 2021
Confirmed

6,594
+166

246,025,709
+507,482

Deaths

Deaths

28

4,989,532
+8,346
Recovered

Recovered

Vaccination Update
•
•

More than 3.1 million New Zealanders are now fully vaccinated
More than 20,000 vaccines were administered yesterday.

We can live the best possible life in Tairawhiti

KIA MATAARA, KIA MANAWANUI

